Thanks For Considering Us!
Team TuneUp is the smart choice for effective Corporate Training
and Team Building events! With extensive experience producing
successful programs for organizations of every size, we provide
outstanding events that are engaging, meaningful, and fun!

About Us
At Team TuneUp, we love what we do, and it shows! We take pride in
providing exceptional service, taking the stress out of putting on events.
Breathe a sigh of relief, knowing you’re in confident, capable hands!
We aren’t the biggest company in the market, and that’s a good thing!
Because we’re smaller, we work harder, are more flexible, and have our
finger on the pulse of the latest developments in corporate training.
Our Skill Development programs provide learning-rich opportunities for
growth, enrichment and ongoing development of your team, while still
keeping things fun, interactive and entertaining.

“Thanks a million... I would
like to say what a fantastic
event we had, most
people voted it their best
event to date!!! Our
events coordinator Den
Bradshaw is very easy to
work with and adapted our
event to our liking even at
the last minute. I will
certainly recommend your
group to my peers. Again
thanks to Den and the
team for a superb job.”

Our Team Building activities are fun, engaging and provide valuable bonding
opportunities… But they’re more than just fun and games! We design
everything we do to also provide key learning points that tie back into realworld business.

Suzanne Ryan
Microsoft

Why Work With Us?
We Go The Extra Mile. We’re always striving to improve, which means we
listen to our clients! We have the unique ability to adjust, alter and adapt our
existing events, and can even develop new programs to meet your needs.
Give our experienced team the chance to give you the perfect program that
is well suited to your group!

Our Proven Track Record. We’ve provided successful events for companies
of every size, industry and demographic. We’re interested in making longterm relationships, and it shows in what our clients say about us. Read our
testimonials and give us a chance… We think you’ll agree that we are
dedicated to your success!

Truly Professional Facilitation. Every one of our programs is facilitated by

“We had a FABULOUS time
and felt like we got out of
it what we had hoped for.
You and your team did a
really nice job and we are
grateful for all of your hard
work… ...and thanks to you
as well for all of your
guidance and assistance
on the prep work! I really
appreciate it! Great
working with you!”

a seasoned professional facilitator well versed in the differing needs of a
wide range of groups, industries and demographics. From small groups of
elite executives to hundreds of factory workers, and everything in-between,
we have the experience to work effectively with your team.

We’re Here To Make Your Event Successful and Easy!

Contact Us By Calling 800-90-TuneUp
www.TeamTuneUp.com

Melissa Eblen
Coca-Cola

Junkyard Orchestra
Collaborative Team Building
A company or team is like an Orchestra… If the individuals that make up
the orchestra each decided to do their own solo and play to their own
rhythm, it would just be noise all the time.

At A Glance

The key to producing great results is to create unity and harmony… And
that’s done with a clear plan, leadership, and enthusiasm!

EVENT DURATION

Our professional facilitator takes your team on a fun, rhythmic physical and
mental adventure!

TOPICS COVERED

Lead by an experienced facilitator with a strong musical background, your
team progresses through stages designed to break them out of their
“shell,” break the ice, warm them up, and get them participating with
enthusiasm. As the event progresses, the challenge increases just enough
to keep things interesting, while business and team-work oriented
messaging is infused by your facilitator.

How the Day Unfolds
Leading up to the event, our facilitator will answer your questions and
assist logistics. This is also a great opportunity to share special themes,
catch phrases, or areas of emphasis on which to focus. Help us help you!
The day of the event, your Facilitator arrives early with support staff and
prepares the event.
After an engaging introduction, your group is led through a fun ice-breaker
that sets the tone for the day. Next they collaboratively set intentions for
what they hope to get out of their day together. Finally, the program itself
is introduced as the facilitator kicks off the event!
Throughout the event, learning points are emphasized, and memorable
photos are captured. After the event’s finale, the facilitator loops back to
the intentions set earlier in the day and gives the group closure on both the
learning points, a group photo, and high-fives all around!

Program Benefits







1 to 4 Hrs, Per Your Requirements

• Synergy
• Cross-Team Unity & Cohesiveness
• Standing Out & Playing Together
• Precision and Performance

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL
Very Low

GROUP SIZE
6 - 2,000+ participants

BEST VENUE
Indoor or Outdoor

SEASON
Year round

PARTICIPANTS
Junkyard Orchestra is ideal for any
group looking for a program that
will energize their group, has lowphysical activity requirements, and
emphasizes unity, synergy,
cohesiveness and fun!

INVESTMENT LEVEL
Minimum investment of $4,500 $5,000 depending on specifics.
Price increases per capita for
events with over 20 participants

Make Your Team More Effective Through Closer Bonds
Open the Doors Of Constructive Communication
Get Your Team “Outside The Box” And Thinking Creatively
Challenge Them To Stretch Their Comfort Zone
Encourage Success Through Collaboration and a Win/Win Mindset
A Fun, Memorable Day That Brings Them Closer Together

Contact Us By Calling 800-90-TuneUp
www.TeamTuneUp.com

Event Specifics: The Junkyard Orchestra Event
First, your team jumps in with the facilitator and staff with a fun, playful
and simple shout-beat rhythms. This is a warm-up to what will come next...
Once the group has demonstrated their ability to work together in
coordination, they graduate to instruments! They are broken into teams
using a fun, creative process, and then the teams are “issued” their
instruments. There are 4-6 instrument types available, depending on team
size, and thus we break your group into 4-6 teams.
Instruments are then distributed, and each team gets a brief explanation
on how to play their instrument, and a quick “sound check” where they get
to play without coordination or clear plan… The resulting noise that comes
from a lack of coordination serves as a vivid example of how everyone
trying to “be a rock star” at once results in a collective failure… The best
bands and orchestras are comprised of talented people who have decided
to work collectively toward a common goal… Just like your company!
Emphasis is placed on cohesive teamwork, working together and following
guidelines, and the value of doing things RIGHT before we do them FAST.
(This is a lesson easily extrapolated to business).
Once teams have worked through their parts, we layer them into one
entire cohesive team playing together. Pieces that seemed trivial or
strange suddenly take on new meaning in the context of the whole
(another important business lesson). At first the song is a bit rough around
the edges, but through repetition and practice, it gets shaped into a fun,
funky piece of music that everyone in the room has a part in playing.
Now that the piece is “mastered” there are opportunities to create more
challenge by speeding up the rhythms, incorporating the “shout-beat”
from the beginning (including messaging/keywords).
Finally, for loner programs, we include the option of allowing teams to
break apart into their own area and develop both group and/or individual
“solos” which they will incorporate for the grand finale!
With the finale comes increased speed, chants, solos and a blistering
ending with an energized shouted “cheer” from the team!
If you want to energize your team, give them a collaborative bonding
experience, or add a special “highlight” to the beginning or end of another
day or event, the Junkyard Orchestra is a fun, engaging and memorable
way to energize your team and your event!

Contact Us By Calling 800-90-TuneUp
www.TeamTuneUp.com

